Director Innovation & Development
Tradewater is a mission-based company headquartered in Chicago and operating around the
world. We collect, manage, and destroy greenhouse gases. Our projects are designed to fight
climate change, create economic development opportunities, and make a profit. We believe
companies with this mission are better positioned for growth and success in a changing
economy. And we are proving it year over year.
Tradewater is currently destroying about 1 million tons of carbon dioxide equivalent per year,
and we seek to triple that volume by the end of 2022 by leveraging off of our very successful
greenhouse gas mitigation program to diversify our products, services, and markets.
Tradewater is seeking a dynamic, talented, and curious professional to build and lead our
Department of Innovation and Development. The Department is responsible for evaluating new
markets in the US and abroad and building programs and projects that achieve our aggressive
mission impact goals within those markets. The Director will lead a team of research and
development associates and data analytics specialists to conduct research, examine market
potential, pilot test projects, evaluate results, and scale new business lines and approaches.
Thus, the Director must be able to anticipate organizational needs, develop efficient and
effective implementation plans, and have the ability to manage several diverse projects
simultaneously. The Director is both a leader and a doer. The job is both internal and outward
facing.
Tradewater offers a competitive salary and good benefits. If you are interested, please
send a cover letter and resume to Jessica Dixon at jdixon@tradewater.us explaining your
interest in this position, why you would be well suited for it, and how you would use your
experiences to be successful in the role. An initial phone screen meeting will be held with
qualified candidates, followed by up to three rounds of in person interviews and discussions
with Tradewater’s leaders.

